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N V1VII VIII IX 	V VII. 

	

VII VIII IX 	Total 

	

+ + + 	394 
1jgroIndijlata 	+ + + 	+ 	 + + 	+ 	) 
transversa 	 + + ++ + 	+ + 	+ + 	) 
sdrciid’ula 	 + 	 + + 	+ 	 9 
’ithmigrans 	 + 	+ + 	 + + 	120 
funebris 	 + + 	 5 
repleta 	 + 	 + 	8 
melaiogaster, 	 + + 	 + 	206 
virilis 	 + + 	 + 	7 
testacØa 	 + 	 + 	4 
suzukit 	 . 	 + 	 + 	30 
buski4 	 ......................... ...: 	. 	�11 
histrio 	 + 	1 

� x’obusta;gr9up 	.. 	 ... . .. .. 	 .... 	 . .� 4. 	. . .. . . 3 
Amiota spb 	 + 	2 

Total 	 2753 89 120 197 38 71 88 102 192 	9771. 

Makino Sa 13,ro and ICanehisa, 	Individuals having a tumor-lice outgrowth 
Takeharu Some notes on a 	 in the head and thorax regions were found 
heritabie tumor found in . 	in outbreeding stocks of the wild strain 
virilis. 	 of D. virilis collected in Sapporo, 

Hoickaido, It occurred .n 53 specimens 
out of 1224 	 4 individuals under observation. In gener, the.tuznor-like out-
growth was observed to develop especially in individuals showing .abnormacli_ 
ties in the wings and others. Results of inbreeding with the tumor-bearing 
flies are listed belot. The frequency of tumor-bearing indi.vduals tends to in-
crease. with the generation of inbreeding. (Temperature’ 200_270 

mdv, with tumor . 	Tumor. mdv. with Normal: indv, 	Indv, wii -....% of 
bodily abrxor. 	 bodily ab- 	tumor 

normalities 	mdv, 
d 

Fj 	37 32 	41 26 	 48 -74 	27 22 	43.8 
F2 	40 27 	4 10 	 22 24 	7 	8 	58.0 
F3 	37  fO 	8 	9 	 4 	0 	0 	2 	91.0 
F4 	202 132 	16 22 	 17 30 	3 13 	92.0 

’ Meyer, Helen U. evidence of 	A Notch mutant had been inc.uced ui 
Ehe 1 unsplit 	dition of 	pole eel], of a male eribryo by treatment 

- interphase chromosomes, 	 with ultraviolet (irradiated in the 
polar cap stage in a nirQgen atinos.,. 

phere, in which, however, it was kept fo only 7 minutes). Breediig analy-
sis showed that in addition to this lethal in the X chromosome, lethals had 
also been induced in both second chromosomes of the same pole cell. This 
cell proved to be the only primordial germ cell which was furnishing Ainc- 
- t1onal sperm, as evident from the fact that all female-producing sperm 
derived from this male transmitted the Notch in the X chromôsonie and all 
sperm analyzed transmitted one or the other of the two scoicc}ornosoe 
]thals (depending on which homologue of the second chromosoiire tied beev re-
Øived, as shon by markers present). 

This case allows the following conclusions to be drawn: (1) Since 
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Notch is lethal to males, the male whieh grew upt from the treated embryo 
could not have received the Notch mdt’ftidn from its mother; in all proba-
bility, then, it was’ induced by the treatment. This gives strong evidence 

"’"that " - when pole ells are’treated, æot Ællca.se where thŁsamØ 1ethl IC 
found in all gametes receiving a given chromosome. have been caused by . the 
pre-existence of the lethal in one of the parental germ cells;. they must: 
sometimes be caused by induction of the lethal in one pole cell while the 
other pole cells are killed off. (2) This particular Notch is seen not to 
have acted as a cell lethal during the stages of spermatogenesis, even though 
the X chromosome was present in haploid dose, and all germ cells had Notch 
An their X chromosome. (3) Though only one functional primordial germ cell 
was left, about fifty female offspring were obtained, and about the same 
number of male offspring (of which 43 were analyzed for mutations in their 
second chromosomes). 

Now since all offspring receiving a given treated chromosome showed the 
given induced mutation (whether Notch or autosomal lethal) it could be con-
cluded--as pointed out by H. J. Muller--that in all probability these muta-
tions must have been present in both chromatids that were derived from the 
given treated chromosomes of the survvor pole cells This indicates strongly 
that none of these chromosomes were split into two daughter chromatids during 
interphase, since cells of the polar cap are known to be in interphase at the 
time chosen for treatment. . This conclusion could be avoided only be supposing 
exactly the same mutation to have been simultaneoiisly-induced in both chroma-
tids in the case of all three chromosomes--an assumption which seems’ - highly 
unlikely--or by. supposing that- one of the two daughter cells of the surviving 
pole cell failed to give rise to any functional germ cells. The last supposi-
tion also appears unlikely. This because., firstly, the pole cells do not 
undergo division until some ill,  hours after the stage at-which they are treated. 
Therefore, a physiological injury would-be unlikely to have remained so local-
Ized until that time - as . to kill off one daughter cell completely while allow-
ing the other one to give rise to numerous descendant germ cells. Secondly, 
the cells are by the time of this first post-polar division located within 
the definitive gonads, but for some divisions after that �- Still appear to be 
entirely undifferentiated from one another. Thus it also seems very unlikely 
that one of the. two daughter cells produced by a given pole cell at that stage 
would, through its later divisions, give rise to .ª mu]titude of functioal 
germ cells, while the other daughter cell gave rise exclusively .to nongermina]. 
cells. Conceivably, however, one of the two daughter cells night have been 
killed by an unrestituted break or other dominant lethal genetic changes that 
had occurred In only one of a pair of sister chromatids. 

During our 4 years of work on the induction of mutations by ultraviolet 
treatment of. .the polar cap, three other cases - had been found (but none in the 
about equally numerous controls) in which all tested offspring that had re-
ceived a given second chromosome contained an identical lethal, while at the 
same time all the other offspring, which received the homologous second chro-
mosome, contained another lethal, identical in all the latter,. These cases 
either resulted from coincidence of pre-existing lethals in both the parental 
and the maternal second chromosome or-were-due, like the case of Notch re.. 
ported above, to one surviving germ eel], with lethals induced in both second 
chromosomes, which also were presumably in an unsplit condition during inter-
phase, in which stage the pole cells are known to be. 

Mickey, George, H. Origin of 	A new dominant allele of Roughhened, which 
a new R allele in mosaic D. 	is lethal in homozygous condition and which 
me].grioaster. 	. 	- - 	produces an extreme eye surface resembling 

glass or Glued when heterozygous with 


